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SCREENING OF A CHARGED PARTICLE FIELDIN RAREFIED IONIZED GASB. M. Smirnov *Joint Institute for High Temperatures, Russian Aademy of Sienes125412, Mosow, RussiaReeived November 23, 2009A self-onsistent �eld of a harged miron-size partile plaed in a rare�ed ionized gas is reated by both freeions moving along in�nite trajetories and trapped ions moving in losed orbits. The harater of sreening ofthe partile �eld is analyzed under dynami onditions in a nonequilibrium plasma where the temperature (orthe mean energy) of eletrons greatly exeeds the ion temperature. Under these onditions, trapped ions aregenerated in a restrited region of the partile �eld where the transitions between losed ion orbits resultingfrom resonant harge exhange dominate. This leads to a higher number density of trapped ions ompared tothat of free ions. The parameters of the self-onsistent �eld of the partile and ions are found when free ortrapped ions determine the sreening of the partile �eld, and a similarity law is established for a simultaneousvariation of the number density of plasma partiles and the partile size. In dusty plasmas of the Solar System,whih result from the interation of the solar wind with dust, formation of trapped ions inreases the plasmanumber density ompared to that in the solar wind.1. INTRODUCTIONIf a miron-size partile is plaed in an ionized gas,eletrons and ions attah to it, and the partile a-quires a negative harge beause of a higher mobilityof eletrons in omparison with ions. Charged partilesloated in a weakly ionized plasma are the basis of adusty plasma [1�7℄. In turn, a harged partile in�u-enes the distribution of eletrons and ions near it, andthis leads to the sreening of the partile Coulomb �eldat a distane from the partile. The harater of thissreening depends on the ratio between the mean freepath � of eletrons and ions in a gas and the partileradius r0 (for simpliity, we assume the partile to bespherial). If the mean free path of eletrons and ionsis small ompared to the partile size (� � r0), thenthe Debye sreening of the partile �eld [8, 9℄ oursthat is determined by statistis in the distribution ofeletrons and ions in the partile �eld. Of ourse, it isimportant for this distribution that eletrons and ionsare absorbed by the partile [10, 11℄. In the other limitase �� r0; (1.1)*E-mail: bmsmirnov�gmail.om

the sreening is determined by the dynamis of ionmotion in the partile viinity. Beause eletronspenetrate weakly in the region of the partile �eld,this sreening follows from general laws of mehan-is [12, 13℄ for motion of ions in the �eld of a partile.In onsidering the limit ase of a rare�ed gas inEq. (1.1), we onentrate on the e�et of ion apturein the partile �eld as a result of the harge exhangeproess aording to the shemeeA+ +A! eA+A+; (1.2)where eA denotes one of the olliding partiles. Beingguided by this proess, we deal with an atomi bu�ergas (for example, argon, whih is often used as bu�ergas). Next, riterion (1.1) has the formNa�resr0 � 1; (1.3)where Na is the number density of gas atoms and �resis the resonant harge exhange ross setion. The ri-terion means that the probability for a free ion thatmoved in the partile �eld to take part in proess (1.2)is small. But although the probability for a free ionto be aptured in a losed orbit of the partile �eld issmall, the lifetime of a trapped ion in a losed orbit islarge, and this makes the ontribution of aptured ionsto the partile sreening important.1195



B. M. Smirnov ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 137, âûï. 6, 2010Thus, as a result of apture of free ions in losedtrajetories, an �ion oat� is formed in the viinity ofa harged partile [14℄, and the �eld of this partile issreened by both free and trapped ions. The problemis omplex beause free and trapped ions in�uene thesreening of the partile �eld, whih in turn determinesthe ion behavior in the partile viinity. A self-onsis-tent �eld that is established in the partile viinity dueto the ation of the partile and the ions determinesthe partile harge via the equality of the eletron andion urrents to the partile surfae. The role of trappedions in sreening the partile �eld is demonstrated innumerial alulations under ertain onditions [15�17℄,where a self-onsistent harater of the partile �eld istaken into aount, and some models [18�20℄ are usedfor the desription of the behavior of trapped ions neara harged partile in a gas. These models are sim-pli�ed if we take into aount that the ross setionof resonant harge exhange proess (1.2) is indepen-dent of the ollision veloity [21�23℄. This simpli�esthe omplex problem of the behavior of trapped ions ina self-onsistent �eld of a harged partile and allowsonsidering this problem from the standpoint of generallaws of ollisions of lassial partiles [12, 13℄.2. DISTRIBUTION OF FREE IONS IN ANIONIZED GASThe problem of a �eld of a harged partile plaedin an ionized gaz is a self-onsistent problem, and henethe partile harge Z and the partile �eld in the vii-nity of a harged partile are self-onsistent quantities.To separate these problems, we introdue the potentialU(R) of the self-onsistent �eld at a distane R fromthe partile, and �nd the ion distribution in this �eld.We �rst onsider the distribution of free ions in this�eld. Let dPi be the probability for an ion to be lo-ated at a distane in the range from R to R + dR.This probability is proportional to the time dt of ionloation in this region, dPi / dt, and to the numberdensity of ions, dPi / Ni(R). From the ion equation ofthe motion [12℄, we havedt = dRvR = dRvr1� �2R2 � U(R)" ;where vR(R) is the normal omponent of the ion ve-loity in the partile �eld at the distane R from thepartile enter, v is the ion veloity far from the parti-le, " = Mv2=2 is the ion energy far from the partile(M is the ion mass), and � is the impat parameter for

ion motion relative to the partile. From this, we havethe number density of ionsNi / Z � d� dPi4�R2dR :Normalizing this expression in the ase where the in-teration is absent, we obtainNi(R) = N0 �(R)Z0 � d�r1� �2R2 � U(R)" : (2.1)We use only one half of the trajetory when an ionreedes from the partile. For the free ion motionU(R) = 0 and �(R) = R, this formula givesNi = N0:If we divide the ion trajetories into two groups andaount for the absene of the removed part for � � �,where � is the boundary impat parameter for the ionapture by this partile, we obtain the number densityof free ions in the partile �eld in the form [11℄Ni(R) = N02 �� "r1� U(R)" +r1� �2R2 � U(R)" # : (2.2)The boundary impat parameter � is related to thepartile radius r0 as [12℄�2 = r20 �1� U(r0)" � :We average the ion number density over theMaxwell veloity distribution far from the partilef(") = N0 2"1=2p�T 3=2i exp�� "Ti� ;whih is normalized by the relationZ f(")"1=2d" = N0;where Ti is the ion temperature expressed in energyunits. In the spae region, where jU(R)j � Ti (thepotential energy U(R) is negative), we haveNi(R) = N0 24s jU(R)j�Ti ++ s jU(R)j � jU(r0)jr20=R2�Ti 35 : (2.3)1196



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 137, âûï. 6, 2010 Sreening of a harged partile �eld : : :In the partile viinity, this formula givesNi(R) = N0s jU(r0)j�Ti ; R� r0 � r0;Ni(R) = N0s4jU(R)j�Ti ; R� r0: (2.4)In the other limit ase U(R) � Ti, whih orrespondsto large ion distanes from the partile, R ! 1, wehave N(R) = N0:Aounting for this limit in formula (2.3) and retainingthe form of formula (2.2), we generalize formula (2.3)toNi(R) = N02 24s1 + 4jU(R)j�Ti ++ s1 + 4[jU(R)j � jU(r0)jr20=R2℄�Ti 35 : (2.5)In the region R� r0, this formula takes the formNi(R) = N0s1 + 4jU(R)j�Ti : (2.6)Thus, in the region where the partile �eld is present,ions are haraterized by an inreased number densityin omparison with the region where this �eld is ab-sent. We note that beause the number density of ionsNi in the partile �eld exeeds the equilibrium numberdensity N0 and the number density of eletrons is lessthan the equilibrium number density, sreening of thepartile �eld is determined just by ions.3. WEAK SCREENING OF THE PARTICLEFIELD IN A RAREFIED PLASMAWe �rst onsider the ase of a rare�ed plasma wherethe eletrons and ions do not sreen the Coulomb �eldof a harged partile. This limit ase allows estab-lishing ertain peuliarities of the partile interationwith the surrounding plasma. We note that the ase ofa miron-size partile under onsideration orrespondsto the riterion e2r0 � Ti: (3.1)In partiular, for Ti = 300 K, this riterion has theform r0 � 60 nm. In the limit ase of a low density of

eletrons and ions of the plasma in whih the partile isloated, the potential energy of the partile �eld U(R)at a distane R from the partile is given byU(R) = Ze2R ; (3.2)where Z is the partile harge expressed in units of theeletron harge. Assuming riterion (3.1) to be valid,we obtain that the partile harge is large, and one ele-tron or ion attahed to the partile does not hange thepartile �eld muh. This allows onsidering the pro-ess of partile harging to be ontinuous and �ndingthe partile harge Z from the equality of eletron andion urrents at the partile surfae, whih gives (see,e. g., [4, 24℄) jZj = r0Te2e2 ln� TeMTime� ; (3.3)where Te is the eletron temperature, and M and meare the ion and eletron masses.We now derive the riterion for the number den-sity N0 of harged plasma partiles to be low and thesreening of the partile Coulomb �eld to be weak. Weintrodue the size R0 of the region where the partile�eld ats on ions by the relationjU(R0)j = Ti; (3.4)whih in the ase of the Coulomb �eld has the formR0 = jZje2Ti = r0X; X = Te2Ti ln� TeMTime� ;jZj = TiR0e2 : (3.5)This gives R0 � r0:In the absene of sreening of the partile harge, itfollows from (2.4) and (2.6) that the number densityof free ions near the partile surfae and in its �eld isgiven byNi(r0) = N0r2R0�r0 ; Ni(R) = N0r1 + 4R0�R ;R� r0: (3.6)Beause plasma harges are separated in the regionR < R0, this region is responsible for the partile �eldsreening. Then the riterion of weak partile �eldsreening takes the form of the ondition that the totalion harge in this region be small ompared with thepartile harge, that is,Ni(R0)R30 � N0R30 � 1:1197



B. M. Smirnov ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 137, âûï. 6, 2010This riterion has the formN0r20 e2Te � 1X2 : (3.7)In partiular, if we take argon plasma with Te = 1 eV,Ti = 400 K, and the partile size r0 = 1 �m, riterion(3.7) beomes N0 � 5 � 108 m�3. For these parame-ters, we have jZj = 5 �103, X = 210, and R0 = 210 �m.In addition, the ratio of the ion number densities nearthe partile surfae and far from the partile is approx-imately 12 in this example, i. e., di�ers by an orderof magnitude. This example shows that both ases ofweak and strong sreening are possible for miron-sizepartiles loated in a real gas disharge plasma.We note that the eletron temperature Te usedin the above formulas orresponds to the Maxwellenergy distribution for eletrons. In a gas dishargeplasma with low onentration of eletrons and ions,the Maxwell distribution over eletron energies does nothold, and it is onvenient to desribe the eletron en-ergy distribution by the Townsend harateristi tem-perature [25℄ Tef = eDeKe ;where De and Ke are the di�usion oe�ient and themobility of eletrons loated in a gas in an external�eld. In this ase, formula (3.3) for the partile hargeremains valid if the eletron temperature Te is replaedwith the harateristi eletron temperature Tef [10℄.In this manner, we an desribe interation of a partilewith a surrounding ionized gas loated in an external�eld.The ionized gas under onsideration satis�es therarefation riterion that takes the formNaR0�� � 1instead of riterion (1.3). Here, �� is the ion�atomdi�usion sattering ross setion, whih is assumed tobe independent of the ollision veloity. Beause thision sattering proeeds through the resonant harge ex-hange proess, where an ion and an atom move alongstraight trajetories, we have �� = 2�res [26℄, andhene riterion (1.3) takes the form2NaR0�res � 1: (3.8)In this ase, the eletron and ion urrents originate atdistanes � � from the partile, where the interationof ions with the partile �eld is negligible. In partiular,in the above example of a partile of the radius 1 �min argon, the ross setion of resonant harge exhange

involving an argon atom and its ion is �res = 83Å2 atthe ollision energy 0:01 eV [27℄. Criterion (3.8) for theargon pressure p then beomesp� 0:1 Torr:If riterion (3.7) is violated and sreening of thepartile �eld beomes important for ions, the generalstrategy of determining the partile harge from theequality of eletron and ion urrents holds. Insteadof (3.3), we then have the following relation from theequality of eletron and ion urrents:jU(r0)j = Te2 ln� TeMTime� : (3.9)4. ION CAPTURE IN CLOSED ORBITSAROUND PARTICLESAlong with ion trajetories that orrespond to ionapture by the partile surfae and free trajetorieswith ion removal, apture of ions in losed trajeto-ries is important for sreening of the partile �eld [14℄.These trajetories are di�erent for the Coulomb andsreened Coulomb �elds [12, 13℄. In the ase of theCoulomb �eld, an ion moves in the same ellipti or-bit after eah period, while for the sreened Coulomb�eld, the ion ellipti orbit rotates after eah period. Inanalyzing the harater of ion apture in an ellipti or-bit, determined by resonant harge exhange proess(1.2), we take into aount that the resonant hargeexhange ross setion �res is independent of the ol-lision veloity [21, 22℄. Hene, a forming ion aquiresthe veloity of the atom from whih it is formed. Therole of trapped ions in the sreening of the �eld of aharged partile loated in a dusty plasma is demon-strated in numerial alulations under ertain ondi-tions [2; 15�17; 28�30℄. Below, we onsider the hara-ter of ion apture in losed orbits and examine peu-liarities of this proess, guided by atomi ions travelingin a parent atomi gas in the ase where transition ofan ion in a losed orbit starts from resonant hargeexhange proess (1.2). Beause at thermal ollisionenergies the resonant harge exhange ross setion ex-eeds the elasti ion�atom ross setion by almost anorder of magnitude, we assume that the olliding ionand the atom move along straight trajetories. We �ndthe onditions of ion apture in a losed orbit, assumingthe resonant harge exhange at to be at a distane Rfrom the partile, with an energy " of the atom involvedin the resonant harge exhange proess. The param-eters of a forming losed orbit are given in Fig. 1, and1198
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Fig. 1. Parameters of motion of a trapped ion in alosed trajetory: rmin and rmax are the minimum andmaximum separations from the partile, R is the oor-dinate of the point where the resonant harge exhangeevent ours, and � is the angle between the diretionof ion motion after the harge exhange and the ve-tor R; 1 � partile, 2 � atom onverted into an ionwe assume the isotropi distribution of atoms over an-gles � between the atom veloity diretion and the axisjoining the partile and the atom at the point of theresonant harge exhange. Evidently, transition intoa losed orbit requires the following ondition for theenergy of the atom onverted into an ion at a distaneR from the partile: U(R) � ": (4.1)Assuming the energy distribution funtion of ions to beidential to that of atoms far from the harged partile,we obtain that the apture of ions into a bound orbitours in the region of strong ion�partile interationR < R0;where R0 = jZje2" ; (4.2)similarly to de�nition (3.4). This means that formationof trapped ions proeeds in the range of ation of thepartile �eld, and riterion (4.1) requires thatrmax < R0for the ion trajetory given in Fig. 1. Therefore, forma-tion of a trapped ion requires that the resonant hargeexhange proess and the trajetory of a forming ionbe loated in the range of ation of the partile �eldgiven by formula (3.4). Aording to riterion (4.1), aforming ion remains in the region of the partile �eldand does not reede to in�nity.The seond riterion of formation of a trapped ionrequires that the minimum separation rmin of the ionand the partile exeed the partile radius r0,rmin � r0:

If this riterion is violated, the forming ion is apturedby the partile. To apply this riterion, we use the ener-gy and momentum onservation laws for ion motion inthe partile �eld [12℄. The total energy E of a trappedion, if it is formed at a distane R from the partile andhas the kineti energy ", is onserved in the ourse ofion motion and has the following form when the ion isloated at a distane r from the partile:E = U(R) + " = Mv2R2 + U(r) + L22Mr2 : (4.3)Here, M is the ion mass, vR is the ion veloity om-ponent in the diretion of the partile, " is the ki-neti energy of the atom before the resonant hargeexhange, orresponding to the initial ion energy, andL2=2Mr2 is the ion entrifugal energy, where the ionmomentum L with respet to the partile enter isL = Mv�R = MvR sin �; (4.4)with v� being the tangent veloity omponent at thepoint of harge exhange, v the initial atom veloitydiretion, and � the angle between the atom veloityand this line to the point of the harge exhange at(see Fig. 2). We assume that the formed ion aquiresthe atom veloity as a result of the resonant hargeexhange proess beause the olliding ion and atommove along straight trajetories.From formulas (4.3) and (4.4), we �nd the rela-tion between the minimum separation distane rmin, atwhih the normal veloity omponent is zero, vR = 0,and the angle � between the atom veloity diretionand the line joining the atom and the partile entersat the point R of the resonant harge exhange event,sin � = rminR r"+ U(R)� U(rmin)" :From this, we �nd the angle �0 at whih the minimumseparation distane is rmin = r0 and the ion aptureours: sin �0 = r0Rr"+ U(R)� U(r0)" : (4.5)If the right-hand side of this relation exeeds unity, allthe trajetories of forming ions terminate on the par-tile surfae, i. e., the forming ion is aptured by thepartile and its transition to a losed orbit is impos-sible. Correspondingly, the ion apture into a losedorbit is possible under the onditionR2r20 � 1 + U(R)� U(r0)" : (4.6)1199
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N0r20; m�1N0r20; m�1Fig. 2. The part of the sreening harge owing to trapped ions (a) and the redued size l=r0 of the range of the self-onsistent�eld of a partile and ions (b) as a funtion of the redued number density of the surrounding rare�ed ionized gas with theparameters Te = 1 eV and Ti = 400 K. Filled symbols orrespond to the ase where trapped ions dominate in the partile�eld shielding, open symbols relate to the opposite aseWe onsider the range of distanes for the resonantharge exhange event suh thatjU(r0)j � jU(R)j � ": (4.7)Under this riterion, the forming ion annot esape tothe in�nity and the ion apture in a losed orbit is pos-sible. If we assume a range l of the partile �eld l � r0,we obtain that the potential on the partile surfae isequal to that in the absene of sreening,U(r0) = �jZje2r0 :With riterion (4.7), formula (4.5) then givessin �0 = pr0R0R (4.8)with R0 de�ned in aordane with (4.2). It followsthat the ion transition to a losed orbit is possible ifthe resonant harge exhange ours at large distanesR from the partile, that is,R �pr0R0:We introdue the respetive probabilities Ptr(R; ")and ptr(R; ") for a free and bound ion to oupy a losedorbit after the resonant harge exhange at under on-ditions (4.7). For � � �0, where �0 is given by (4.8), theion is aptured on the partile surfae, and for � > �0,the ion is aptured in a losed orbit. Hene, the proba-

bility for an ion to be aptured in a losed orbit is givenbyPtr(R; ") = ptr(R; ") = os �0Z0 d os � = os �0 ==r1� r0R0R2 ; R �pr0R0: (4.9)In the above analysis, we ignore the possibility thatthe ion reedes to in�nity after the resonant harge ex-hange event beause of riterion (4.7).We also onsider the possibility for a bound ion tobeome free as a result of the resonant harge exhangeat a point R that allows the ion to go to in�nity. Weuse formula (4.5), whih is valid for both the minimumrmin and the maximum rmax distane from the partileif the ion moves in a losed orbit. If we ignore sreeningof the partile �eld, i. e., take the Coulomb �eldU(r) = �jZje2r ;then we have a relation between the angle � given inFig. 1 and the maximum ion distane rmax from thepartile, sin � = rmaxR r1� R0R + R0rmax :Beause the radiand in this expression is positive, wehave1200



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 137, âûï. 6, 2010 Sreening of a harged partile �eld : : :R < rmax < R0RR0 �R:This implies that the ion an leave an ellipti orbit ifthe resonant harge exhange event ours at a pointR suh that R � R02 :We note that averaging over the ion kineti energies "at the point R gives a wider range of ion distanes fromthe partile, R � R0, and hene the resonant harge ex-hange at these points may lead to an ion release. Wethus obtain that an ion is aptured at a point R in anellipti orbit with pr0R0 < R < R0and the number density of trapped ions has a maximumin the range R0=2 < R < R0where the ion an leave the losed orbit as a resultof resonant harge exhange. In generalizing this re-sult to the ase where the partile �eld ats within arange r � l, we aount for the probability that theion reedes to in�nity by the fator (1�R=l), and for-mula (4.9) for the probability of the ion apture in alosed orbit beomesPtr(R; ") = ptr(R; ") ==r1� r0R0R2 �1� Rl � ; l � R �pr0R0: (4.10)We note that the assumption on the separation ofthe proesses of ion apture and ion reession to in�n-ity as a result of the resonant harge holds if R0 � r0.We used this riterion in the foregoing.5. TRAPPED IONS IN A PARTICLE FIELDFOR LOW-DENSITY PLASMAThe number density of trapped ions Ntr followsfrom the balane equationNa�resNiPtrvi = Na�resNtrvtr(1� ptr); (5.1)where Ni is the number density of free ions, vi is therelative veloity for a free ion and an atom involved inthe resonant harge exhange, vtr is the relative velo-ity of a trapped ion and the atom, Ptr is the probabilityto form a trapped ion as a result of resonant harge ex-hange involving a free ion, and ptr is the probability

for a trapped ion to remain in a losed trajetory afterthe resonant harge exhange. If we assume thatvi � vtr; Ptr � 1; ptr < 1;then Eq. (5.1) implies at least the same order of magni-tude for the number density of trapped ions omparedwith the number density of free ions in the range of thepartile �eld. Moreover, if ptr is lose to unity, then thenumber density of trapped ions Ntr exeeds that of freeions Ni. Therefore, although the resonant harge ex-hange probability is small for a free ion moving alongan open trajetory, the lifetime of trapped ions is largeompared with the �ight time of free ions in the rangeof ation of the partile �eld. Hene, the number den-sity of trapped ions may be omparable to or exeedthe number density of free ions. Therefore, trappedions are important in sreening the partile �eld.We now determine the number density of trappedions on the basis of balane equation (5.1) under ondi-tions (4.7). Inside the region jU(R)j � ", the veloityof a free ion is vi =r2jU(R)jM :If the partile �eld is nearly Coulomb in this region,then aording to the virial theorem [31℄, the averagekineti energy is jU(R)j=2 and the veloity isvtr =r jU(R)jM ;whih gives vivtr = p2;and balane equation (5.1) yields the number densityof trapped ionsNtr(R) = Ni(R) Ptrp21� ptr :Using formula (4.9) for the probability for an ion toleave an in�nite or losed orbit as a result of resonantharge exhange, we redue this relation to the formNtr(R) = Ni(R)R2p2r0R0 r1� r0R0R2 �� 1 +r1� r0R0R2 ! ; R0 � R �pR0r0: (5.2)If we use formula (3.6) for the number density of freeions and generalize this formula to the entire range ofthe partile �eld R � l similarly to (4.10), then11 ÆÝÒÔ, âûï. 6 1201



B. M. Smirnov ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 137, âûï. 6, 2010Ntr(R) = N0s1+4U(R)�Ti R2p2r0R0 r1�r0R0R2 �� 1 +r1� r0R0R2 !�1� Rl � ;l � R �pR0r0: (5.3)Far from the threshold of reation of trapped ions, thisformula givesNtr(R) = N0s1 + 4U(R)�Ti 2R2p2r0R0 �1� Rl � ;l � R �pR0r0: (5.4)In partiular, in the ase of weak sreening of the par-tile �eld, when this is the Coulomb �eld and l = R0,formula (5.4) givesNtr(R) = 4p2p� N0R3=2r0pR0 �1� RR0� ;R0 � R�pR0r0: (5.5)From (5.5), the maximum number density of trappedions that orresponds to the distane Rmax = 0:6R0from the partile isNtr(R) = 0:59N0R0r0 : (5.6)In partiular, using this formula in the above exam-ple of an argon dusty plasma with the number den-sity N0 = 1 � 1010 m�3 far from the partile, we�nd the maximum number density of trapped ionsNmax � 1012 m�3 if we ignore the partile �eld sree-ning.We now evaluate the ion harge loated in the rangeof ation of the partile �eld in the limit of low numberdensity of ions and �nd the riterion for a weak sree-ning of the partile �eld when it has the Coulomb form.From (5.5), we �nd the ion harge q in the sphere of aradius R0 asq(R0) = e R0Zr0 Ntr(r) � 4�r2dr = 64p2�99 eN0R40r0 : (5.7)From this, we obtain the riterion q � jZje of the weak-ness of the partile harge sreeningN0 � 0:6jZjr0R40 : (5.8)In partiular, in the above example of an argon plasmawith Te = 1 eV, Ti = 400 K, and the partile size

r0 = 1 �m, we have R0 � 210 nm, and riterion (5.8)gives N0 � 3 � 105 m�3, whih means the importaneof sreening of the partile �eld by a laboratory sur-rounding plasma for miron-size partiles.Guided by the ase of a partile in a gas dishargeplasma, we �nd an inreased number density of ionsin the range of the partile �eld in omparison withthe number density of eletrons and ions far from thepartile. On ontrary, the number density of eletronsin this region is lower than that far from the partile.Therefore, sreening of the partile �eld is determinedby plasma ions, and their redistribution in the partile�eld reates a self-onsistent �eld. At moderate num-ber densities of ions, this �eld and the sreening aremostly determined by trapped ions, but as the num-ber density of plasma ions inreases, the ontributionof trapped ions to the sreening of the partile �eld de-reases. In what follows, we onsider the harater ofthis sreening when it is signi�ant.6. SELF-CONSISTENT FIELD OF A PARTICLEAND FREE IONSWe now onsider the self-onsistent problem for aplasma in the viinity of a harged partile. Thensreening of the harged partile is determined by thenumber density of ions Ni(R) near the partile; thenumber density of ions in the range of the partile �eldin turn depends on the sreened �eld potential. Fromthe Gauss theorem [32, 33℄, the eletri �eld strengthE(R) is given byE(R) = eR2 [jZj � q(R)℄; z(R) = jZj � q(R);q(R) = RZr0 Ni(r) � 4�r2dr; (6.1)where z(R) is the urrent harge inside the sphere of aradius R, q(R) is the part of this harge that is the ionharge in this sphere, and Ni(R) is the total numberdensity of free and trapped ions. Aording to de�-nition (6.1) of the urrent harge z(R), we have theequation dz(R)dR = �4�R2Ni(R): (6.2)From (6.1), the partile �eld potential is given byU(R) = lZR z(r)e2r2 dr; (6.3)1202



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 137, âûï. 6, 2010 Sreening of a harged partile �eld : : :where l is a distane measuring the range of the partile�eld, de�ned as z(l) = 0: (6.4)We onsider the ase where the partile �eld sreen-ing is mostly determined by free ions; this is the ase ofa high number density of the surrounding plasma whentrapped ions do not take part in sreening the partile�eld. Aording to formula (3.6), relation (6.1) for z(R)then beomesz(R) = jZj �N0 RZr0 s1 + 4U(r)�Ti � 4�r2dr; (6.5)where N0 is the ion number density far from the par-tile and Ti is the ion temperature in the surroundingplasma. We thus obtain two equations (6.3) and (6.5)that relate the potential U(R) of a self-onsistent �eldof the partile and the ions to the e�etive harge z(R)of the partile and the ions.Below, we give an approximate solution of the set ofequations (6.3) and (6.5). Taking the integral for U(R)by parts, we represent the potential of the partile �eldin the form U(R) = z(R)R ��U;�U = lZR [z(R)� z(r)℄e2r2 dr: (6.6)In the �rst approximation, we ignore the seond termin this expression for the partile potential. We thusdeouple Eqs. (6.3) and (6.5), whenedzdR = �4�R2N0s 4ze2�TiR:Solving this equation with the initial ondition z(r0) == jZj, we obtainz = 0�pjZj � 8p�5 N0R5=2se2Ti 1A2 == jZj"1��Rl �5=2#2 : (6.7)The size l of the partile �eld range follows fromEq. (6.3) and is given byl = 0:66N2=50 � jZjTie2 �1=5 = 0:66jZj2=5N2=50 R1=50 : (6.8)

In partiular, for the number density of eletrons andions N0 = 1010 m�3 of an argon plasma with theabove parameters (Te = 1 eV, Ti = 400 K, and thepartile radius r0 = 1 �m), it follows that l = 43 �m;for N0 = 109 m�3, we obtain l = 108 �m assumingthat free ions determine the sreening of the partileCoulomb �eld.It is more orret to de�ne the size l of the partile�eld range by analogy with formula (3.4), whih nowhas the form eU(l) = Ti (6.9)instead of Eq. (6.3). With the above parameters, thisformula gives l = 40 �m for the number density ofeletrons and ions N0 = 1010 m�3 and l = 99 �m forN0 = 109 m�3. We see that as regards the sreeningof the partile �eld by free ions, the de�nitions givenby formulas z(l) = 0 and (6.7) are pratially idential.We an estimate the auray of ignoring the se-ond term in formula (6.6). Evidently, this is auratenear the partile, where the sreening is weak. Butthe seond term in (6.6) may derease the partile po-tential U(R) by a fator of 2 if R � l. However, thisapproximation is transparent and allows us to analyzethe peuliarities of the self-onsistent partile �eld, andwe keep it.We use formula (3.9) for determining the partileharge under the ondition l� r0. TakingU(r0) = lZr0 E(R) dRand using formula (6.1) for the eletri �eld strength ofthe self-onsistent �eld, we again obtain formula (3.3)for the partile harge Z. The reason for the oin-idene of the partile harges with and without thesreening of the partile �eld is that �uxes of eletronsand ions are reated far from the partile surfae, wherethe surrounding plasma is quasineutral, and the par-tile harge follows from the equality of the eletronand ion �uxes. Therefore, the partile harge is inde-pendent of the partile �eld sreening if the partile isloated in a rare�ed plasma.We also note that the gas rarefation onditionhanges in the ase of a partile �eld sreening beausethe range of the partile �eld then dereases. Spei-ally, the riterion of gas rarefation in this ase hasthe form 2Na�resl� 11203 11*



B. M. Smirnov ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 137, âûï. 6, 2010instead of rough riteria (1.3) and (3.8). It hanges theondition of plasma rarefation in the above exampleand leads to p� 1 Torr.7. SELF-CONSISTENT FIELD OF A PARTICLEAND TRAPPED IONSIn analyzing the sreening of the �eld of a hargedpartile by the surrounding plasma, we �nd that it isdetermined by plasma ions. Indeed, even at distanesR from the partile where U(R) � Te, we obtain thatthe eletron number density Ne is of the order of thatfar from the partile (Ne � N0). But at distanes suhthat U(R)� Ti, the number density of ions Ni signi�-antly exeeds the equilibrium value (Ni � N0). Next,dividing ions into free and trapped ones, we an eva-luate the number density of free ions and the partile�eld sreening by free ions more or less aurately, butthese parameters are mere estimates for trapped ions.Assuming that free or trapped ions separately deter-mine the partile �eld sreening, we separately �nd thesize of the self-onsistent �eld range when this �eld re-sults from the partile�ion interation.Assuming that trapped ions determine the parti-le �eld sreening, we now repeat the analysis in theprevious setion with the number density of free ionsreplaed with that of trapped ions. Solving the equa-tion for the harge z inside a sphere with radius R, weobtain (instead of formula (6.7) for the sreening byfree ions)z = 24pjZj � 16p�9 N0R5=2r0R0 se2Ti �� �1� Rl ��(R)�2 = jZj"1��Rl �9=2#2 ; (7.1)where�(R) = 12r1� r0R0R2  1 +r1� r0R0R2 ! ;l = 1:05� jZjr0pR0N0�(9l=11)�2=9 : (7.2)We assume a weak dependene �(R) and evaluatethis funtion at the distane where the integrand hasa maximum. Aounting for a di�erene �(R) fromunity gives a small orretion to the result. Using for-mula (7.2) in the above example of an argon dustyplasma (Te = 1 eV, Ti = 400 K, and r0 = 1 �m),we obtain l = 36 �m for the number density of ele-trons and ions N0 = 1010 m�3, and l = 59 �m for

N0 = 109 m�3. Comparing these values with thosefor sreening by free ions in the previous setion, weonlude that trapped ions dominate in the sreeningof the partile �eld if the number density of plasmaeletrons and ions is below N0 = 1010 m�3.In onsidering the ase where trapped ions domina-te in sreening the partile �eld and the self-onsistent�eld of the harged partiles and ions is given by for-mula (7.2), we also give the expressions for the numberdensity of free and trapped ions in the partile �eld a-ording to formulas (2.6) and (5.4). For the potential ofthe self-onsistent �eld, we use simpli�ed formula (6.3)in the form U(R) = z(R)e2R ;and take the urrent harge z(R) of a sphere of radiusR to be given by formula (7.1). In this ase, the num-ber densities of free Ni(R) and trapped Ntr(R) ions ata distane R from the partile areNi(R) = N0vuut1 + 4R0�R "1��Rl �9=2#2;Ntr(R) = Ni(R)2R2p2r0R0 �(R)�1� Rl � : (7.3)We also give the expressions for the number densityof free and trapped ions in the partile �eld in the op-posite ase where (2.6) and (5.4) desribe the numberdensities of free and trapped ions and simpli�ed for-mula (6.3) holds for the self-onsistent �eld potentialenergy U(R) = z(R)e2R ;but the urrent harge z(R) of a sphere of radius R isgiven by (6.7). Instead of (7.3), we then obtainNi(R) = N0vuut1 + 4R0�R "1��Rl �5=2#2;Ntr(R) = Ni(R)2R2p2r0R0 �(R)�1� Rl � : (7.4)We now formulate a general algorithm for deter-mining the parameters of a self-onsistent �eld withthe sreening by both free and trapped ions taken intoaount. We de�ne the sreening harges by free Qiand trapped Qtr ions as1204



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 137, âûï. 6, 2010 Sreening of a harged partile �eld : : :Qi = lZr0 4�Ni(R)R2dR;Qtr = lZpr0R0 4�Ni(R)R2dR: (7.5)Evidently, aording to the de�nition of the size l ofthe partile �eld range, we haveQ = Qi +Qtr = jZj: (7.6)This is the equation for the size of the partile �eldrange. Simultaneously, we determine the part of thesreening harge � = QtrQi +Qtr (7.7)that is reated by trapped ions. In evaluating theseparameters of the partile �eld sreening, we use for-mulas (7.3) or (7.4) for the number densities of free andtrapped ions. We note that in the range of ompetitionof these sreening hannels, the di�erene of the resultsfor these versions is not signi�ant. In partiular, inabove example of a dusty argon plasma (Te = 1 eV,Ti = 400 K, and r0 = 1 �m) at N0 = 1010 m�3, theontribution of trapped ions to the partile sreening is� = 0:50 or � = 0:53 if we respetively use formula (7.3)or (7.4), and the respetive size l of the partile �eldrange is 28 �m or 29 �m.We now analyze the dependene of the e�ets un-der onsideration on the partile radius r0. If we letlfree denote the size of the range of the self-onsistent�eld where the partile �eld is sreened by free ions andltrap denote the size of the partile �eld sreened withtrapped ions, then it follows from (6.8) and (7.2) thatlfreer0 = A(N0r20)2=5 ; ltrapr0 = B(N0r20)2=9 ; (7.8)where A = 0:66(jZj=r0)2=5(R0=r0)1=5 ;B = 1:05(jZj=r0)2=9(R0=r0)1=9� : (7.9)It an be seen that the parameters A and B are in-dependent of r0. As a result, we obtain a similaritylaw aording to whih the size parameters of the self-onsistent �eld vary proportionally to the partile ra-dius if the produt N0r20 is kept onstant. In partiular,it follows that for the above Ar plasma parameters atthe partile radius r0 = 10 �m, the ontribution of free

and trapped atoms is idential at N0 � 1 � 108 m�3,and trapped ions disappear at N0 � 109 m�3.In Fig. 2a, we give the dependene of the part of thesreening harge � reated by trapped ions on the re-dued number density N0r20 of the surrounding plasma.The dependene of the redued size of the partile �eldon this parameter is shown in Fig. 2b. Figure 3 on-tains the redued number densities of free Nir20 andtrapped Ntrr20 ions as funtions of the redued dis-tane R=r0 from the partile. These number densi-ties orrespond to the redued number density of thesurrounding plasma N0r20 = 100 m�1, at whih theontribution of trapped ions to the partile sreening isapproximately 40%.Comparing the results of two versions allows esti-mating the auray of our analysis as � 10% for thenumber density of trapped ions. In partiular, aor-ding to the �rst version (formulas (7.3)), the ontribu-tion of free and trapped ions to the partile sreeningis idential at the redued number density of plasmaions N0r20 = 63 m�1, whereas the seond version (for-mulas (7.4)) gives N0r20 = 69 m�1. The size of thepartile �eld range is l=r0 = 30 and 31 aording tothese versions. The di�erene between the number den-sities of ions (free and trapped) in the basi region ofsreening of the partile �eld aording to these ver-sions is approximately 10%, as follows from the datain Fig. 3 at the redued number density of the sur-rounding plasma Nr20 = 100 m�1, at whih the �rstversion is more preferable.We note one more aspet of this phenomenon. Weonsider the aseR0 � r0, whih allows us to divide theion trajetories into those from whih an ion attahesto the partile or goes into the surrounding plasma.Next, the nearest ellipti ion orbit is loated far fromthe partile. All this aording to formula (3.5) is pos-sible only for a nonequilibrium plasma where Te � Ti,as it is realized in a gas disharge plasma ontainingdust partiles. In an equilibrium plasma (Te = Ti),we have R0=r0 � X � 5�6, and the above e�ets aremixed.As follows from the above analysis, trapped ionsare important in a rare�ed plasma. It is typial for anastrophysial plasma that �uxes may ontain dust par-tiles along with plasma [34℄. Below, we onsider twoexamples of an astrophysial plasma with dust parti-les. The �rst example relates to Saturn rings. Inpartiular, the E-ring and F-rings of Saturn ontainie partiles of a size ranging from 0:5 �m to 10 �m[35, 36℄ and a typial number density of ie partilesis 30 m�3 [36℄. The soures of ie partiles are theneighboring satellites: Eneladus [37℄ for E-ring, and1205
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Fig. 3. The number densities of free (squares) andtrapped (irles) ions in a self-onsistent �eld of thepartile at the redued number density of a surround-ing ionized gas N0r20 = 100 �m�1 with the parametersTe = 1 eV and Ti = 400 K. Closed symbols orre-spond to formula (7.3) and open symbols relate to for-mula (7.4)Prometheus and Pandora for the F-ring [38℄. The num-ber density of the plasma that results from the intera-tion of the Saturn magneti �eld and solar wind [39℄ isN0 = 30�100 m�3 [40℄ and the eletron temperatureis 10�100 eV [40℄, and the magneti �eld has a signif-iant e�et on the properties of this plasma. Ions ofvarious types exist in a ring plasma, and basi sortsof ions are OH+ and H2O+ with temperatures of theorder of 103 K. Taking r0 = 1 �m, N0 = 102 m�3,Te = 30 eV, and Ti = 103 K, we obtain the parti-le harge jZj = 2 � 105 aording to formula (3.3);from (3.5), R0 � 0:3 m, whih is omparable to thedistane between nearest partiles beause their num-ber density is Np � 30 m�3 [36℄. This value is alsoomparable to the size of the partile �eld range l � R0,whih is evidene of a partial sreening of the partile�eld by plasma ions.A subsequent analysis of the harater of the par-tile �eld leads to a ontradition. Indeed, the aboveformulas are based on the assumption that attahmentof ions and eletrons to the partile does not hange theparameters of the surrounding plasma. If suh an equi-librium is established, eah partile takes � jZj ionsin its �eld, and beause the number density of parti-les is Np � 30 m�3 [36℄, the mean number densityof trapped ions must be Ni � 106 m�3 under equilib-rium of eletron and ion �uxes. But this value exeeds

the observational value by several orders of magnitude.This means that the equilibrium that we used for a lab-oratory dusty plasma is violated for this plasma. In-deed, the soure of a plasma is the solar wind with thenumber density of fast eletrons and protons 0:1 m�3.These atomi partiles deelerate in this dusty plasmaand ions. As a result, partiles are harged negatively,and ions are partially aptured by these harged parti-les and may be transformed into other ion types. But�uxes of eletrons and protons to an individual partileare limited, and hene the observational number den-sity of the plasma near the partile is lower than thatin the ase of a stronger plasma soure. This exam-ple shows that the property of a ertain astrophysialplasma is determined by some proesses in whih theinteration of partiles with plasma �uxes plays an im-portant role.We onsider the Solar System plasma from ano-ther standpoint. The basis of this plasma is thesolar wind�a �ux of plasma emitted by the Sunorona [41, 42℄. In formation of a dusty plasma, thisplasma �ux enounters dust generated by a old on-densed system. As a result of mixing, a dusty plasmais formed, and the number density of harged parti-les in this plasma exeeds that in the solar wind byseveral orders of magnitude. Above, we veri�ed thisfor the dusty plasma of Saturn rings, and the sameours for other types of dusty plasma realized in theSolar System, in partiular, for the omets [43, 44℄.Comet tails result from the interation of solar windwith the dusty plasma of omets, and although themagneti properties are important for the properties ofthis plasma [45℄, proesses in the �eld of harged par-tiles of this plasma proeed as desribed above. Cor-respondingly, the long lifetime of trapped ions greatlyinreases the number density of the plasma of a omettail. This number density is 103�104 m�3 [42, 46, 47℄and exeeds that in the solar wind, while the eletrontemperature Te � 104 K [42; 47�49℄ orresponds to thatin the solar wind. One of the reason for an inrease inthe plasma density in the dusty plasma of omet tails isformation of trapped ions in the �eld of dust partileswith a relatively long lifetime.8. CONCLUSIONIf a miron-size partile is plaed in a weakly ionizedplasma, eletrons and ions attah to the partile sur-fae and reate a negative partile harge beause theeletron mobility is higher than that of ions. As a re-sult, plasma harges are separated in the partile �eld,1206



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 137, âûï. 6, 2010 Sreening of a harged partile �eld : : :and the ions that penetrate in the partile �eld sreenit. Along with free ions, whih sreen the partile �eldin the ourse of their �ight in the partile �eld, trappedions, whih move along losed trajetories, ontributeto the partile �eld sreening. Trapped ions exist inthe range of ation of the partile �eld at distanes notlose to the partile. The number density of trappedions may signi�antly exeed that of free ions beauseharge exhange of trapped ions with gas atoms keepsions in losed trajetories in some region of the partile�eld. The more rare�ed the surrounding plasma is, thelarger ontribution to the partile sreening is made bytrapped ions. For a typial dusty plasma based on agas disharge plasma, the ontribution to the partilesreening due to free ions exeeds or is omparable tothat due to trapped ions.In addition, the partile harge for a rare�ed bu�ergas is independent of the degree of the partile �eldsreening beause �uxes are reated in regions beyondthe partile �eld range, and the equality of the ele-tron and ion �uxes at the partile surfae determinesits harge. This equilibrium is violated in a dusty as-trophysial plasma beause the plasma �uxes diretedto dust partiles are small and attahment of eletronsand ions to dust partiles a�ets the parameters of thesurrounding plasma. Nevertheless, interation of thisplasma with dust partiles, espeially the formation oftrapped ions with a long lifetime, is important for prop-erties of suh a dusty plasma.Comparing this approah and results with studiesof trapped ions in a self-onsistent �eld of a partileloated in a plasma, we note a nonrealisti hara-ter of the resonant harge proess in the models inRefs. [18�20℄. We took the Sena e�et into aount inthis proess [21�23℄, assuming that an ion and an atommove along straight trajetories in the ourse of thisproess, and hene a forming ion aquires the veloityof the inident atom at the point where this proessours. This allowed us to preisely evaluate the pa-rameters of trapped ions in the region where the po-tential of the partile self-onsistent �eld signi�antlyexeeds the atom kineti energy and ontinue the re-sults to regions where this riterion does not hold. Inpartiular, we thus found that the number density oftrapped ions in some region may signi�antly exeedthat of free ions.Of ourse, omputer simulation of this problem inthe moleular dynamis framework gives, in priniple,an aurate desription of the behavior of trapped ionsalso on the boundary of the partile �eld range. Butthis method requires aounting for a large numberof ions involved in the reation of the self-onsistent

partile �eld. In partiular, in the onditions of theabove example, approximately � 5 � 103 ions take partin the sreening of the partile �eld, and beause thelifetime of trapped ions is large ompared to the �ighttime of free ions, it is neessary to inlude 105�106 ionsinto onsideration. Although modern omputers allowsolving this problem, it is still arduous enough, andtherefore a number of assumptions are used in somenumerial evaluations [15�17; 28�30℄, whih annot begrounded. We also note that our analyti approah al-lows onsidering the problem for an arbitrary shape ofthe potential of the self-onsistent partile �eld, whihsimpli�es the problem. As a result, our semianalytimethod allows aurately desribing the behavior oftrapped ions in the internal region of the partile �eldand exhibiting the harater of formation of the partileself-onsistent �eld in a wide range of parameters.REFERENCES1. P. K. Shukla and A. A. Mamun, Introdution to DustyPlasma Physis, IOP Publ., Bristol (2001).2. P. K. Shukla, Dust Plasma Interation in Spae, NovaSiene Publ., New York (2002).3. V. E. Fortov et al., Phys. Uspekhi 47, 447 (2004).4. V. E. Fortov, I. T. Jakubov, and A. G. Khrapak, Phy-sis of Strongly Coupled Plasma, Oxford. Univ. Press,Oxford (2006).5. A. Melzer and J. Goree, in: Low Temperature Plas-mas, ed. by R. Hippler, H. Kersten, M. Shmidt, andK. H. Shoenbah, Vol. 1, p. 129, Wiley, Berlin (2008).6. R. Hippler and H. Kersten, in: Low Temperature Plas-mas, ed. by R. Hippler, H. Kersten, M. Shmidt, andK. H. Shoenbah, Vol. 2, p. 787, Wiley, Berlin (2008).7. V. E. Fortov and G. E. Mor�ll, Complex and DustyPlasmas, CRC Press, London (2009).8. P. Debye and E. Hükel, Phys. Zs. 24, 185 (1923).9. L. D. Landau and E. M. Lifshitz, Statistial Physis,Vol. 1, Pergamon Press, Oxford (1980).10. B. M. Smirnov, Clusters and Small Partiles in Gasesand Plasmas, Springer, New York (1999).11. B. M. Smirnov, Cluster Proesses in Gases and Plas-mas, Wiley, Berlin (2009).12. L. D. Landau and E. M. Lifshitz, Mehanis, PergamonPress, Oxford (1980).1207
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